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OGRE 构建完全背景透明化的三维场景，并利用 3DSmax 制作 3D 实体模型，导出
为 OGRE 可用的.mesh 格式的模型文件，实现只有该 3D模型前置可见，然后与视
频实时画面进行 alpha 混合，实现基本的虚实融合。 
针对 OGRE图形引擎，实现对 3D模型的控制，主要是利用键盘监听来实现与
3D模型的简单交互行为，取消鼠标监听对本实验的干扰，完成对 3D 模型的基本












性要求，本文采用 ORB 算法，并指出了 ORB算法的优点和缺点，这也将成为将来
提高系统性能的研究方向之一。 








































    As an important goal is to achieve enhanced reality directly natural interaction 
between user and virtual information. It can also be understood as the virtual 
information into the real world, so that people who live in the real world can perceive 
the existence of virtual objects. 
This study is achieving good fusion effect based on the OGRE graphics engine in 
the augmented reality system. Ogre 3D plays focus on the treatment of 
three-dimensional scene role, the focus of this paper is a three-dimensional scene full 
transparency background based on OGRE, and the production of 3D solid model with 
3DSmax, is derived for the model file OGRE available in the .Mesh format, only the 
3D model lead visible, then mixed alpha with real-time video images, achieving the 
realization of the basic mixture. 
In view of the OGRE graphics engine, control on the 3D model, the main is to 
use a keyboard message to achieve a simple interaction with 3D model, mouse events 
to cancel disturbance in this experiment, mapping to complete the basic action of the 
3D model, including 3D model, rotation, zoom operation in the XYZ direction 
moving, triggering characters the 3D model of skeletal animation. 
The 3D registration technology is one of the key technologies of practical 
enhancement, it is the computer generated virtual objects into a user perception of the 
real world. The fundamental task is to determine the coordinates of 3D registration 
between virtual model in different coordinate system, and the realization of the virtual 
objects in real-time display in the correct position. Because the reality is composed of 
monocular camera acquisition and imaging equipment, due to the reasons, the feature 
points by correctly identifying mark after characteristic accurately locate its position 
and save the information into digital coordinate point, into the world coordinate 3D 
scene, and the 3D model is added to the scene. 
At present, the augmented reality based on natural characteristics of low 
















ORB and SURF two kinds of natural features based on the analysis of efficiency and 
localization, feature recognition for real-time scene video frame accuracy, emphasizes 
the importance of feature extraction and location of the specified symbol size 
invariance of SURF method although the, improves operation accuracy and the 
adaptability of reality, but because of the real-time requirements, points out the 
advantages and disadvantages of ORB algorithm, this will also become one of the 
research direction in future to improve system performance. 
Main practice of experiment is the extraction of video frame and the reference 
image in the ORB or SURF feature points, and then use the Hamming distance 
matching, RANSAC algorithm is used to select the best matching point pairs, finally 
determine the characteristics of the position, transform combined with 3D scene in the 
world coordinate system, the three-dimensional virtual objects superimposed to the 
signs in real scenes position, to achieve the combination of the effects of. Pay 
attention to in the process of analysis and comparison of the two methods of real-time 
and accuracy, stressed that ORB displays in the augmented reality system superiority. 
Combined with the characteristics of real-time video image, based on the actual 
situation, timely do artificial settings, reduce the number of feature points detection to 
improve detection speed, feature points, the direction of future research will be the 
gesture interaction of human skeletal joint location identification based on. 
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1.效率特性       2.平台和 3D API支持   3.材质/Shader支持  
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